
 

CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

A. Research Design 

This research applies a descriptive qualitative method. Crocker 

(2009:5) qualitative research encompasses literary data collection and 

checks are carried out using interpretive analysis. So,the method provides 

a definite picture of the research problem. 

Sukmadinata (2011: 94) stated that qualitative research is a study to 

describe and analyze phenomena, events, social activities, beliefs, 

perceptions, thoughts individually or in groups. Whereas According to 

Mukhtar (2013: 10) descriptive qualitative research seeks to describe all 

existing symptoms or conditions, namely the state of symptoms according 

to what they were at the time the research was conducted. 

Sukmadinata (2011: 73) said that qualitative descriptive research is 

intended to describe and describe the phenomena that exist, both natural 

and human engineering, which pay more attention to the characteristics, 

quality, and interrelationships between activities. In addition, descriptive 

research does not provide treatment, manipulation or alteration in the 

variables studied, but describes a condition that is. The only treatment 

given is only the research itself, which is carried out through observation, 

interviews, and documentation. 

From the explaintion above, the researcher used a descriptive 

qualitative research method. The qualitative approach is intended to be 

able to realize further explanation of the writings in the novel The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson. The use of a 

qualitative descriptive research design in this study is expected to 

describe and analyze about deixis. 

 

B. Setting, Subject, and  Object of The Research 

In this research, the researcher will carry out and outline setting, 

subject, and  object. The setting of location in the novel The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson in London. There 
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are 5 prominent figures in the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson Utterson a famous lawyer in 

London, Dr. Jekyll is a renowned doctor, Dr. Lanyon is a close friend of 

Jekyll, Mr. Enfield is a friend of Mr. Utterson, and Mr. Hyde is a fictional 

character from Jekyll. “There are  five characters have different characters 

in the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis 

Stevenson. The first, Dr. Jekyll is the main character who is generous and 

respected. Beside that, he is also someone who has multiple 

personalities. The second, Mr. Hyde is the evil character of the cruel and 

brutal Jekyll. The third, Mr. Utterson was drab, cold, and embarrassed in 

the discourse. The fourth, Mr. Enfield is swift in an event And the fifth, Dr. 

Lanyon is someone who knows the secret of Dr. Jekyll. 

According to Arikunto (2007:152), the subject of research is 

something very important in its position in research, the subject of 

research must be arranged before researchers are willing to collect data. 

The research subject can be in the form of objects, things, or people. So 

the research subject is mostly objects or things related to objects. 

Therefore, the subject in this study was the novel The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson. 

The object of this research based on the background of the problem 

is found kinds deixis, parts of deixis, and an example sentence from deixis 

used in the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert 

Louis Stevenson. 

 

C. Data Collecting Technique of Research 

1. Collecting Technique 

Collecting the data in research is deixis analysis. In this study kind 

of deixis are applied by observing, parts of deixis, and an example 

sentence. There are four steps taken in collecting data such as: 

1. Reading the novel repeatedly. 

2. Finding kind of deixis and part deixis in the novel. 

3. Take notes. 

4. Analysis all of deixis found in the novel. 
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2. Data source of Research 

The data sources used in this study is novel The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson. Then the study 

analyzes the kinds of deixis, parts of deixis, examples of sentences in 

parts of the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By 

Robert Louis Stevenson. 

 

D. Research Instrument 

Based on the research data technique used, the data were analyzed 

qualitatively with the method of analyzing text (discourse) and then 

described based on the definition of deixis and the types of deixis used as 

the research reference, including: 

1. Identify The type of deixis and part of the deixis used in The   Strange   

Case of Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson. 

2. Explain example sentences in the parts used in the novel The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson using context 

theory.  

Sugiyono (2013: 53) argues that in qualitative research, the 

instruments or tools of research are the researchers themselves. The 

researcher has a big role to take control and determine the data obtained. 

The instrument in descriptive data secondary data is carried out through a 

series of reading activities, taking notes, citing references that have to do 

with the titles discussed in thesis writing. In this study, the authors 

examined deixis found in the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson. 

 

E. Data Analysis of Research 

After obtaining the data then in this research is to analyze. Moleong 

(2002:123) data analysis as follows: first, the author arranges the data 

sequence in the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde By 

Robert Louis Stevenson. Secondly, researchers arrange it into a form. 

Thirdly, researchers classify data by form, and the last unit of principal 

explanation. 


